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ABSTRACT

The civil planning process has evolved in a way that

has increased its depth without adequately increasing its

breadth. Correspondingly, the planner has been provided

with tools that constrict his ability to be responsive to

societal requirements. The ramifications of this failure

are becoming ever more evident. In many cases, it can be

shown that modern technology has been applied without com-

prehensive rationality and caution so that the environment

has been degraded and its habitability decreased. Likewise,

other attributes of social welfare have been inadvertently

debased by too narrow-minded decision making made in attempts

to move forward.

Stated briefly, the primary objective addressed by

this study consists of expanding the scope of water resources

development planning. However, the responsiveness, cost,

and quality of that process are also of concern here. The

primary objective is accomplished by identifying an all

inclusive set of social goals and a set of measurable param-

eters which can be used to reflect the degree of attain-

ment of those goals. Relating the two domains has been ef-

fected by applying functions derived via a procedure known

as the Delphi process.

ix



The computerized product of the above efforts pro-

vides the planner with a responsive information access

capability, a methodology for aggregating a very large num-

ber of data elements into a very few, and an analysis tech-

nique for comparing alternative proposals.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The omission from use of well integrated planning

techniques by decision makers can be traced to an under-

standable reluctance to apply measures which are not easily

quantifiable. Consequently, economic efficiency stands as

the prevalent criterion in water resources development.

Clearly, dollar values should not be the sole indicators of

efficiency and, it is the thesis of this report, they need

not be.

Incorporating non-economic criterion into the infor-

mation set used for planning evaluations allows satisfaction

of objectives not otherwise addressable. This implies a

generic name for the methodology developed herein, i.e.,

multi-objective analyses.

This investigation will review in Chapter 2 some

existing, pertinent multi-objective planning techniques, in

Chapter 3 present an alternative concept, in Chapter 4

develop an operational methodology based on that concept, and

finally in Chapter 5 demonstrate and evaluate the proposed

methodology. Appendix A contains a complete list of the

sociological data elements addressed by this investigation

and Appendix B the computer program coding for the interactive



information retrieval system. The methodology introduced

will constitute a framework amenable to refinement and

expansion.
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CHAPTER 2

SOME EXISTING PLANNING TECHNIQUES

The term "planning" refers to the generation of

tentative designs intended to achieve desired levels of

effectiveness in specific scenarios. According to Sackman

(in Sackman and Citrenbaum 1972) there are several standards

which should be met by a valid planning methodology. They

can be stated as follows:

• Planning should be evolutionary in nature

• Resultant plans should be taken as hypotheses

• Plans should be operationally defined so that they

can be tested in the system setting

• Planning should be held accountable to continual

testing

• The environment of the object system should include

the ecosystem in which it is embedded

More concisely, it can be said that the planning function

should conform to scientific method.

There is a growing number of tools or techniques

available to the planner. These can be used either alter-

natively or in conjunction with one another. Some of the

more relevant ones will be discussed briefly in the para-

graphs that follow.

3
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The solicitation of expert opinion is easily the

most used approach to the planning problem. A form of this

is "brainstorming" which consists of interaction between

experts in an effort to obtain insight regarding the

future. These methods are fast, easy and consequently

relatively inexpensive but are decidedly inexplicit and

fail to react to empirical verification.

The Delphi technique, developed at the Rand

Corporation, is a refinement of brainstorming. It is an

interactive procedure, preferably via an on-line computer-

ized system, which systematically solicits expert opinion.

This procedure is performed iteratively, with the results

of each iteration being fed back to the participants in an

effort to converge to a concensus of opinion.

Benefit/cost analysis is a methodology whereby

alternative proposals or courses of action may be rigor-

ously compared and evaluated on the basis of economic

efficiency. This form of analysis attempts to make the

most profitable tradeoffs between resources that can be

measured in financial terms. This is accomplished by

totaling all estimated direct and indirect dollar costs of

some proposed program and comparing this total with the

estimated total of all short and long term dollar benefits

expected of that program. The alternative with the highest

quantified benefit/cost ratio receives preferential
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consideration by decision makers. This approach has a

very obvious deficiency in that it fails to take into

account factors which are not quantifiable in monetary

units. Other factors of import are generally at stake.

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting (PPB), intro-

duced by the Department of Defense in the middle 60's,

entails analyses of objectives, formulation of a plan

oriented towards a specified time period (e.g., 5 years),

benefit/cost analyses of proposals, and continual updating

and reassessment of programs. PPB has attained popularity

and widespread use throughout the Federal Government but

has recently been recognized as inappropriate for many

programs because of its profit maximization philosophy.

The paragraphs which follow will examine several

planning strategies (consisting of some technique or con-

figuration of techniques) which have experienced actual

application. The planning strategies selected for discus-

sion will be those which in some respect possess similari-

ties to the strategy to be developed and presented by this

study.

The first examination will include a discussion of

how and why a family of methodologies are applied by civil

decision makers in attempts to quantify recreational bene-

fits. This area of endeavor was selected for discussion
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because of its relatively rigourous considerations of

project externalities.

The second methodology discussed is the offering of

an ecologist. His approach is presented here by virtue of

its exhaustiveness, i.e., broad scope.

The final procedure surveyed is one that is currently

operated by the State of Arizona, Department of Economic

Planning and Development. This procedure is considered t

be relevant due to its attempt to trade-off non-commensurate

objectives. This last planning strategy most closely

approaches the one to be proposed by this study in that it

attempts to relate a large number of technical measures to

the two primary social objectives, environmental quality

and economic security so that the two can be evaluated

relative to each other.

Civil Quantification of Recreation Benefits 

The outdoor recreation areas of the United States

are currently experiencing increased crowding, which can be

attributed to a burgeoning population, greater amounts of

personal leisure time, rising incomes, increased urban-

ization and a greater mobility on the part of the public.

The federal government has determined that it has a respon-

sibility to satisfy a large part of this ballooning demand.

This commitment essentially tasks the government with the

distribution and allocation of two scarce resources, land
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and the funds with which to develop this land. The under-

lying concepts employed in administering these resources

are response to public demand and the conservation of unique

areas.

Several federal governmental agencies have been

assigned these responsibilities. These agencies are the

Department of Agriculture, the Department of the Interior,

and the Army Corps of Engineers. Under the Department of

Agriculture, the Forest Service manages the development and

operation of all areas designated as National Forests, and

certain areas designated as National Recreation Areas. The

Department of the Interior's Park Service has been burdened

with the responsibility for all national parks, national

monuments, national historical monuments, and those national

recreation areas which do not fall under the purview of the

Forest Service. The Corps of Engineers manages certain

water resources, specifically those reservoirs constructed

by them.

The National Parks, Forests, Monuments and Corps of

Engineers reservoirs are, in general, treated as multi-

purpose areas. These purposes include watershed manage-

ment, wildlife management, forest management, irrigation,

flood control, and grazing, in addition to the provision of

public recreational facilities. On the other hand, National
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Recreation Areas are provided specifically for public

recreation purposes.

The supply of recreational facilities available

for public use can be considered (if quality is ignored)

to be perfectly inelastic and the demand for these facil-

ities relatively elastic. In practice, administrators

react only to situations where demand is to the right of

the supply function in which case they attempt to move

supply correspondingly to the right. Difficulty in follow-

ing this procedure arises, however, due to the tendency to

equate demand with consumption. For example, additional

picnic tables might be provided to an area already having

tables if the existing tables were well used. If, on the

other hand, no hiking trails were available in this same

area, managers would see no demand (consumption) for them

and consequently no need for providing them.

Public sector dominance in the field of outdoor

recreation results from society's rejection of private

sector decisions affecting recreation. This rejection

stems primarily from the following diverse reasons (Kalter

1971, p. 9):

1) high transaction costs (e.g., land purchase,

reservoir development;

2) inadequate market information;
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3) inability of the private market to cope with

externalities;

4) difficulty in excluding nonpaying individuals.

The public sector can, in general, handle the

above obstacles comfortably. In the case of recreational

resources, however, administrations are frequently operating

with inadequate data.

A logical approach to the allocation of public

recreational resources requires an economic basis or some

valuation of those resources. Many have argued in the past

that it is impossible to value recreation in a manner sim-

ilar to other goods and services (Kalter 1971, p. 10).

This argument would inevitably lead to the conclusion that

misallocation of resources would occur when dealing with a

constrained public budget, which by necessity has to be

used for competing social uses. In order to promote the

objectives of society's welfare function, a methodology

for providing quantitative data on the value of recreation

which is commensurate with data regarding other public goods

must be available. Currently, there is a number of methods

used for justifying investments in recreational facilities,

all of which rest upon estimating probable attendance and

the value of that use.

The total direct economic value of public recrea-

tion facilities is the sum of two components (Clawson and

Knetch 1966, p. 223.)
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1) the values capitalized in land near the area;

2) the values which people receive from visits to

the area.

The quantification of increases or expected in-

creases in real estate values (item number one above) is

relatively straightforward and will not be considered

further here. Item number two above deserves, in the con-

text of this discussion, further treatment.

According to Clawson and Knetch (1966), there are

five aspects of the recreation experience: anticipation,

travel to the site, on-site experiences and activities,

travel back, and recollection. The psychological and

emotional reactions to these experiences cannot be measured.

The amount of recreation consumed or prices paid, however,

can be measured. Several approaches to economic value

estimates of the recreation experience will be discussed

below.

The Expenditure Method equates the dollars spent

for recreation with the benefits received from it. The

Expenditure Method assumes, therefore, that recreation is

worth at least as much as people are willing to pay for it.

This would appear to give a measure of gross (rather than

net) economic value, since it includes costs that would be

incurred in normal life.
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The GNP approach attempts to determine the contribu-

tion of recreation to the Gross National Product. That is,

it assumes that the value of a day in recreation is equal to

the Gross National Product per day per capita. This method

attempts to treat recreation as a factor of production

rather than as a consumer good and thus fails to be an accu-

rate indicator of the value of recreation (Lerner 1962,

p. 60).

The Merit-Weighted User-Days Method essentially

rejects monetary values as a measure of recreational bene-

fits and substitutes a utility scale composed of merit-

weighted user days. This is empirically difficult, since

utility does not lend itself easily to direct measurement.

However, an example of its application has been accomplished

in "Including	 Aesthetic Considerations in Environmental

Planning" (Gum 1973).

The Demand Analysis Method is a conceptual method

whereby benefits could be measured by use of the demand

curve. This measures what consumers would pay for various

units of recreation output, rather than go without them and

can be computed by determining the value under the demand

curve.

The Market Value Method is a common method of deter-

mining recreational benefits to be accrued from a projected

recreational facility. It uses expected attendance in con-

junction with prices charged at privately owned recreation
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facilities of the same type and geographical area. The

primary difficulty here arises due to the fact that attend-

ance is itself a function of price charged, as illustrated

once again by the demand curve.

There are, of course, other policies which come into

play in the recreation related, governmental decision pro-

cess. Recreation programs are more favorably considered

when evidence of a recreation need is evidenced or the in-

vestment, by attracting recreation visitors, would further

other federal objectives (Recreational Advisory Council 1965,

p. 2). Also, priority is given to projects located near

urbanized areas or adjacent to water bodies.

Ian McHarg Technique 

Ian McHarg, Chairman of the University of Pennsyl-

vania's Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional

Planning, has developed and implemented a land use planning

methodology which incorporates selected non-economic as well

as economic considerations. His approach is replete with

poetics, philosophy, theology and, particularly, aestheti-

cism. It has nonetheless been widely accepted among the

technical community. Whether this acceptance is in spite of,

or, in part, because of his flamboyant style is in question.

The overriding theme found throughout his writing and

work is the need for architectural design in concurrence

with nature and his abhorrence for the anthropecentricity of
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modern man. His explanation for the later condition is

interesting.

The creation story in Judaism was absorbed
unchanged into Christianity. It emphasized the ex-
clusive divinity of man, his God-given dominion over
all things and licensed him to subdue the earth.
While Abraham Heschel, Gustave Weigel, and Paul
Tillich, speaking for Judaism and Christianity,
reject the literality of this view and insist that it
is the literal belief that has and does permeate the
Western view of nature and man. When this is under-
stood, the conquest, the depredations and the des-
poliation are comprehensible, as is the imperfect
value system (McHarg 1969, p. 26).

The best planning strategy, according to McHarg, is

the one that provides the maximum social benefit at the

minimum social cost. Although this dictum could easily be

construed to ignore inherent values of nature (those not

necessarily recognized by society) and thereby conflict to

some extent with his own thesis, it does, at least, tran-

scend the purely economic.

Typically, a McHargian study would initially identify

all the social values at stake. Each of these values or

goals is assigned to and then mapped onto individual trans-

parencies depicting the area in question. The mapping is

done in gradations of tone so that the darker the tone, the

greater the value or cost. When these transparencies are

overlayed on a light table the zones of lightest tone are

representative of the geographical areas where social costs

incurred and social values sacrificed are, in the aggregate,

expected to be minimized.
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To clarify the methodology described above, it

should be beneficial to review its application to the prob-

lem of where to locate a highway. The usual engineering

considerations such as slope, soil drainage, bedrock founda-

tion, etc., could each be mapped onto separate transparencies

with darker tones reflecting greater costs of building the

highway. Social values such as recreational opportunity,

scenic quality, etc., could likewise be mapped onto trans-

parencies. Again, the darker the tone the higher the value.

Superimposing these maps over a light source would reveal a

composite map, again with tones ranging from light to dark.

The dark areas would indicate areas where engineering costs,

because of physiographic features, would be high and/or

where the sacrifice in terms of quality of life would be

high. The light areas, on the other hand, would indicate

where these costs would be low and, ostensibly, where the

highway might well be located (McHarg 1969). McHarg's tech-

nique constitutes a ' , giant step for mankind" in that it

recognizes a planning responsibility that is much enlarged.

Just as most other frontiering efforts, however, it pos-

sesses shortcomings.

A significant limitation of this methodology is that

it is spatially oriented and suggests only where to locate a

project without regard to what kind (size, type, time frame,

etc.) should be undertaken. Neither does it determine
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whether any project at all is desirable. This is one mani-

festation of the method's failure to satisfy the objective

of "maximizing social benefit at minimum social cost".

McHarg, in fact, treats benefits as fixed and then proceeds

to minimize social costs. In other words, he is saying, for

instance, that a road is a road, and is not examining the

social value of such things as minimizing travel times and

providing scenic routes. It appears, however, that extending

the scope of his methodology, to include benefit analyses is

possible. Possibly this could be accomplished simply by

assigning a transparency to each benefit identified and

reversing the color tone priority scheme so that the darker

the tone, the lower the value. The matter of providing solu-

tions of a non-spatial nature does not possess so easy a

remedy, since the crux of the methodology is the exploitation

of two dimensional maps.

Although, theoretically, the McHarg methodology con-

stitutes an optimization technique, it provides no guarantee

of a solution. That is, if it presents a solution to the

user, he is assured that it is the best solution. However,

there is a good possibility that no solution will be pro-

vided. This would be the case if the final composite mapping

contained no light areas or no contiguous light areas such as

would be required by an effort to locate a highway.
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The most disturbing feature of McHarg's approach is

its treatment of the relative worth of various social values

as well as the relative worth of incremental differences in

the attainment of those values. He states:

While in every case there should be little
doubt as to the ranking within a category, there is
no possibility of ranking the categories themselves.
For example, it is quite impossible to compare a unit
of wildlife with a unit of land value or to compare
a unit of recreation value with one of hurricane
danger (McHarg 1969, p. 34).

Ranking the categories, however, is in fact exactly

what he does. Every composite mapping provided as a solution

by his technique allows each transparency (social value)

equal rank. It is possible, then, for an area which presents

a low social value and social cost for every other category,

to be removed from the feasibility space solely because it

has a high value as a sanctuary for horned toads. The fal-

lacy of category ranking would, of course, not impact on a

solution which consisted of the intersection of the areas of

least social value in all categories. The probability of

this occurring is small and decreases rapidly as the number

of variables considered increases.

Also of importance is the fact that the implied

intra-goal weights are ordinal in nature and are subjectively

and not explicitly derived. Consequently, consistency of

ranking from one category to the next is doubtful and the

likelihood of being able to duplicate results is low.
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In summary then, the liabilities of the approach are

its failures to provide other than a spatially oriented solu-

tion, to address benefit analysis, to guarantee a solution,

to differentially weight the relative significance of the

various social goals and social costs, and to adequately

scale the relative worth of different levels of attainment of

the goals. Furthermore, the approach breaks down as the

number of variables taken into account increases.

Others who have used the overlay technique exten-

sively include Jean Forbes (1969) andPhillip Lewis, Jr.

(1967). An important variation on the McHargian theme has

been presented by a report completed by the Harvard Graduate

School of Design and entitled "Honey Hill: A Systems Analy-

sis for Planning the Multiple Use of Controlled Water Areas".

Although the "Honey Hill" study does not provide any addi-

tional capabilities, it did refine the methodology in that it

computerized the data base (data is stored on transparencies

by McHarg) and it formalized the algorithm for generating

quality indices reflecting the level of attainment of social

goals (Murray et al, 1971).

Arizona Trade-Off Model 

The Arizona Trade-Off Model (ATOM) was developed in

response to the state administration's interest in both the

preservation of Arizona's environmental quality and the main-

tenance of a healthy economy. It was accomplished by the
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Arizona Department of Economic Planning and Development with

the support of the Battelle Columbus Laboratories.

ATOM is designed to assess the impacts on both the

environment and the economy resulting from policies regarding

either of those areas. It provides these assessments at

points of time in the future as required by the decision

maker.

Specifically, ATOM is capable of computing the in-

crease in jobs and the environmental impact resulting from

the location of certain types of economic activities in var-

ious areas of the state. Also, it is capable of analyzing

the impact on the environment and economy of changing certain

pollution or land use planning constraints and of various

population growth rates. The purpose of these capabilities

is to furnish information regarding major statewide policy

issues.

ATOM is a structured analytical methodology con-

sisting of several computerized models and computational

routines linked together in a systems framework. The method-

ology is designed with a great deal of flexibility so that it

can be used in different ways to solve different types of

problems.

The ATOM methodology consists of a set of procedures

all or any of which can be used depending upon the nature of

the problem being addressed. The order in which these
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procedures are executed is rigid, however. A generalized

description of the methodology follows.

The initial action required by the methodology is the

quantitative description of the plans to be evaluated. The

second step employs a model (the Regional Industrial Allo-

cation Model) which examines the resources within each pre-

defined zone of the study area and analyzes them with respect

to the requirements of the various types of firms being con-

sidered for location within the study area. The model then

provides a list of industry types ranked in order of relative

feasibility together with each industry's projected pollution

output.

The third step consists of providing environmental

characteristics for each of the geographical cells in the

study area. Land use descriptors are used as fundamental

characteristics in evaluating environmental quality. Envi-

ronmental impacts are evaluated relative to a baseline condi-

tion by constructing a composite index of 31 environmental

attributes. Each attribute is evaluated on a quality scale

of 0 to 1 and each attribute is assigned a relative impor-

tance weight which can then be used to compute a weighted

mean which corresponds to the composite index. Correspond-

ingly, the total environment of the study area can be eval-

uated. It should be noted also that an additional capability

of ATOM is the flagging of any measure of environmental
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quality which changes by more than 10 per cent as a result

of the initiation of some economic activity.

The next steps in the ATOM procedure include a deter-

mination as to environmental constraint satisfaction, result-

ant attempts at industry modifications to meet those con-

straints or, if required, a selection of new industries.

Once a satisfactory set of parameters is established reflect-

ing environmental and economic changes resulting from some

policy initiative, the trade offs between these two factors.

A significant criticism of ATOM is that it measures economic

opportunity only in terms of jobs generated and disregards

many other components of social welfare. A more specific

critique of the model would also include the mention that

the importance or weight associated with each environmental

quality indicator is arrived at in a subjective and arbitrary

way and are held constant regardless of the action policy

being evaluated. This constancy is not necessarily valid

since, for example, air quality might be a much more critical

issue in one area than another.

The Arizona Trade-Off Model is currently operable and

represents a major advancement towards ecologically sound

planning. Its shortcomings are a result more of a lack of

breadth than a lack of rigor. This lack of breadth can be

excused, however, since ATOM is offered only as one step

towards comprehensive planning.



CHAPTER THREE

THE STRAWMAN

The specific methodologies discussed in the preceding

chapter, among other things, all fail to even attempt compre-

hensiveness. Each of the approaches to quantifying recre-

ational benefits remain as economic return maximization tech-

niques. McHarg's technique is extremely subjective and ad-

dresses only a two dimensional decision space (i.e., where

to locate a highway or subdivision). The Arizona Trade-Off

Model is lacking primarily due to immaturity. If it is al-

lowed to develop more explicit algorithms and increase its

scope, it promises to be a powerful tool.

This chapter will introduce a planning methodology

called the Strawman which is intended to be an improvement

over existing methodologies by virtue of its comprehensive-

ness. It is both an information management system and a

multi-objective analysis algorithm. The concept is formu-

lated on the premises that, to the extent possible, all the

ramifications of an action must be taken into account in the

decision making process and that information becomes more

useful as it becomes more concise or summarized, and acces-

sible.

21
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Background 

The satisfaction of multiple objectives has been of

concern throughout this nation's involvement in resource

management. The trend has been towards increasing the scope

of concern while at the same time realizing a need for more

compacted data. This is the dilemma which the Strawman at-

tempts to resolve.

The satisfaction of multiple goals in water resources

planning came under scrutiny in 1808 when United States Sec-

retary of the Treasury Gallatin issued a report dealing with

the development of roads and canals. In it he proposed that

government construction projects should satisfy the social

goals of economic development, political unity, and military

defense (The Technical Committee of the Water Resources

Centers of the Thirteen Western States, Peterson et al.

1971, p. 3). The turn of the century and the Reclamation Act

brought with them the advent of "multiple-purpose" water re-

sources projects. The purposes of interest were irrigation,

hydroelectric power, flood control, land stabilization,

drainage, watershed management, navigation, recreation, and

fish and wildlife management. The fact that the underlying

motivation behind the achievement of all of these purposes

was economic advancement led to the adoption of the benefit/

cost ratio as the primary indicator for evaluating federally-

assisted water projects.
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In May of 1950, the Sub-committee on Evaluation Stan-

dards of the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee pub-

lished a report entitled Proposed Practices for Economic 

Analysis of River Basin Projects and subsequently known as

the "Green Book". The Green Book proposal imposed upon Fed-

eral projects the requirement that all beneficial or adverse

effects be identified, whether direct or indirect, tangible

or intangible. The intent of this proposal was that water

resources planning should be held accountable for the accom-

plishment of goals other than economic efficiency (e.g., the

goal of human safety) and that the ultimate aim of the plan-

ning function was to satisfy all of these goals.

Although the suggestions advanced by the Green Book

were never adopted, its principles were carried forward by

the U. S. Bureau of the Budget publication of 1952 referred

to as Budget Circular A-47. This document dictated that all

evaluations of federally-funded projects would include strict

adherence to the benefit/cost criterion (i.e., benefit/cost

must exceed the value of 1.0).

Dissatisfaction with A-47 prompted the Executive

Branch to issue a report entitled Policies, Standards, and 

Procedures in the Formulation, Evaluation, and Review of 

Plans for Use and Development of Water and Related Land Re-

sources (President's Water Resources Council 1962). This re-

port was published by the Senate in 1962 and subsequently
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became known as Senate Document 97. Senate Document 97

liberalized the benefit/cost approach to water resources

project evaluation and recognized the requirement for con-

sideration of the objectives termed economic development,

preservation, and the well-being of people. Further, it ex-

tended the traditional period of economic analysis from 50 to

100 years.

The Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 established

the Water Resources Council to promulgate the guidelines set

forth in Senate Document 97 and to coordinate the water re-

sources policies and programs of Federal agencies. The Coun-

cil published and made available to the public a report re-

ferred to as the "Orange Book" (Special Task Force, U. S.

Water Resources Council 1969). The Orange Book declared that

water and land planning should strive towards attainment of

the following objectives:

1) the enhancement of national economic development;

2) the enhancement of environmental quality;

3) the enhancement of social well-being;

4) the enhancement of regional development.

Later, in response to requests from the Office of Management

and Budget, this list was modified to eliminate the last two

objectives.

Similarly, the National Planning Association, for

purposes of impact evaluations and tradeoff analyses identi-

fied the objectives below:
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1) health and safety;

2) education, skills, and income;

3) human habitat;

4) finer things;

5) freedom, justice and harmony;

6) gross national product.

In retrospect, looking at Gallatin's report and suc-

ceeding developments, it is obvious that one inclination of

water resources planners has been to expand their purview and

to identify their objectives more and more specifically. In

an effort to culminate this trend, a group designated as the

Technical Committee of the Water Resources Centers of the

Thirteen Western States (funded by the Office of Water Re-

sources Research and the U. S. Department of the Interior)

produced a report entitled Water Resources Planning and So-

cial Goals: Conceptualization Toward a New Methodology 

(D. F. Peterson and others 1971). The conceptual methodology

presented, hereafter referred to as the Strawman, is an in-

formation management system and a project evaluation tech-

nique. The concept proposed is discussed later in this chap-

ter. The succeeding chapter will discuss the implementation

of the Strawman concept via computerization.

Applicability 

The computerized Strawman, as currently conceived,

will perform three primary functions. These functions will
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certainly enlarge in scope as the system matures and will

probably be joined by additional functions as they appear

germane and practicable.

The most obvious function of the Strawman is infor-

mation retrieval. Typically, resource development planning

(particularly water resources) is accompanied by the passage

of a great deal of time and the generation of many alter-

native proposals. The combination of large lapses in time

and great numbers of data elements (or social indicators)

frequently result in the ultimate decision maker having poor

access to extant information. The capability offered here

would provide that information responsively.

Secondly, the Strawman will serve as a standard.

This effect will occur as a result of the imposition of

homogeneous data requirements on planners. Also, a standard-

ized "threshold of acceptability" can be defined quantita-

tively which often is not otherwise possible. For example,

Environmental Impact Statements required in certain cases by

the recently passed National Environmental Policy Act (1970)

do not now have strictly standardized information require-

ments, making them difficult to compare and evaluate, neither

do they possess any real veto power, partially because of the

lack of any well defined "threshold of acceptability". Con-

sequently, the Strawman could provide "Impact Statements"

with an enlarged role in the decision making process in
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contrast to continuing primarily as post hoc justifications

of previously-made decisions.

The third, and most unique, function of the Strawman

is to rationally and explicity aggregate large numbers of

data elements into smaller, more manageable data sets to fa-

cilitate decisions which satisfy multiple objectives. The

description of this function will be more fully developed in

the discussion of the Strawman concept which follows.

The Strawman Concept 

The Strawman system is a planning methodology which

relates resource development plans to the attainment of so-

cial goals, and, in that vein, attempts to evaluate those

plans. As implied by its name, it is a provisional sug-

gestion replete with inherent tractabilities.

The list of primary social goals considered is intended

to be exhaustive and is as follows:

1. Collective Security

2. Environmental Security

3. Individual Security

4. Economic Opportunity

5. Cultural and Community Opportunity

6. Aesthetic Opportunity

7. Recreational Opportunity

8. Individual Freedom and Variety

, 9. Educational Opportunity.
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To enable the determination of the plan/goal rela-

tionships, these nine primary goals were dissected or dis-

aggregated into their component sub-goals, or secondary goals

and they in turn into their components, or tertiary goals,

and so on to the extent possible. For example, the prime

goal Aesthetic Opportunity can be divided into the sub-goals:

1. Air Aesthetics

2. Water Aesthetics

3. Landscape Aesthetics

4. Biota Aesthetics

5. Sound Aesthetics

6. Equality of Aesthetic Opportunity.

Similarly, the sub-goal of Water Aesthetics can be disaggre-

gated into:

1. Water Clarity

2. Lack of Floating Matter

3. Lack of Odors.

Again, each disaggregation is intended to be exhaustive.

In this way, the nine primary social goals can be

restated as a much longer list of much more explicit sub-

goals. The task of ascertaining the relationships between

these explicitly identified sub-goals and the technical

information generated by resource development planning

efforts becomes correspondingly more manageable.
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As discussed in the preceding section, the Strawman

serves to impose standardized data requirements upon plan-

ners. Identification of these requirements has been accom-

plished by functional analyses of the most explicit sub-

goals. The resulting data requirements are called social

indicators (i.e., technical parameters). Characteristically,

social indicators are measures with which technicians are

familiar but with which the general public is not. The

objective of the Strawman system is to relate these techni-

cally comprehensible parameters to their impacts on publicly

perceived social goals.

A generalized Strawman goal hierarchy can be seen in

Figure 1. The complete Strawman goal taxonomy including the

nine primary social goals all of the sub-goals resulting

from goal disaggregation, and the related social indicators

is presented in Appendix A. Also included are the numerical

codes assigned for purposes of referencing. The codes are

designed so that they specify each goal or indicator's exact

relationship to the rest of the hierarchy. This is accom-

plished by assigning the first character in the code as the

prime goal designator, the second as the secondary goal

designator, and so on. Social indicators are keyed by en-

closing the last character of the code within parenthesis.

For purposes of evaluation a plan can be stated as a

set of these numerically expressed social indicators. The
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Figure 1. Generalized Strawman Taxonomy
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Strawman system, therefore, sees a proposed plan as a policy

vector such as is denoted by

S	 =	 (s 1 , . • •	 • • ., s k )

where s i (social indicator) is some measurable result of the

plan. The degree of attainment of any social goal resulting

from some proposal can be called a goal impact and desig-

nated G. The range of G
j 

is arbitrary since it is merely a

criteria measure. It is defined by the Strawman system on

the closed interval [0,11 where 0 reflects the worst possible

goal attainment and 1 the best.

The G. can be segregated into two groups, lowest

echelon goal impacts G. and upper echelon impacts, G. The

G, are a function of a subset of the s i :

G, g(	 wherewhere t = t, . .	 m

> 1

t e i

m< k

The job of determining the exact functional relation-

ships between the social indicators (provided by technicians

as quantitative descriptors of some proposal) and their

dependent lowest level social goal impacts is of course

immense and can be approached in several ways. For the pur-

poses of this effort it was felt that panels of experts in

the appropriate fields could adequately describe these rela-

tionships intuitively. This was accomplished by using an
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iterative methodology known as the Delphi process (see

Chapter 2).

Once the social indicator/sub-goal relationships are

established it is possible to compute the impacts on the

most explicitly defined or lowest level social goals result-

ing from some proposal. The impacts on the less explicitly

defined or higher level goals are obtained by aggregating

impacts. Aggregating impacts requires weighting or "trading-

off" the impact on one socially perceived goal against that

of another. To do this the relative worth of a goal as seen

by the public was used to weight the impact upon this goal

in computing the impact on the next higher level goal in the

hierarchy. The weights so defined represent the slopes of

social indifference curves at the points corresponding to

the current status of the system. The upper echelon goal

impacts G j are then a function of the preference weights,

P. and the lower echelon goal impacts:
3 ,	F 	 P.

G.	 =	 f(P j , G j )	 = f(P j , g(s t ))	 =	 7 g.(s ) 3

J
	 j	 t

To characterize the functional relationship, f,

actually implemented a further sophistication of notation

must be introduced. Let us now designate goal impacts as

Grst...z

and the corresponding preference weights as

rst...z
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where r specifies the primary goal affiliation, s the second-

ary goal affiliation, etc. This notation corresponds to the

taxonomy codes assigned in Appendix A. The aggregation

function f, then, is of the form

G	 II G	 TS...UV
=	 TS...UV

V

where v = 1,	 n and n is the number of goal disaggrega-

tions under social goal number rs	 u. It should be noted

that one property of the function f is that if any of the

	

o to zero then the value of G	 goes to zero.G	 g
rS ...UV	 TS...0

Since the weighting coefficients used are a reflection of

personal preferences, a selection of several weight sets

representative of the preferences of several common interest

groups is provided by the Strawman system. The capability

to select weight sets is provided to enable decision makers

to be responsive to specific interest groups if desired.

Since it is difficult, or impossible, to assign

weights at the primary goal level, an exact quantitative

resolution of the planning problem by means of the Strawman

does not appear realistic. It does seem reasonable, however,

that when a preponderance of unacceptable impacts appear at

the primary goal level as a result of some proposed project,

that project could be removed from consideration. On the

other hand, an overwhelming preponderance of favorable

impacts at the primary goal level should serve to further
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support the proposal being evaluated. If, among a group of

proposals having all been found to be acceptable by this type

of analysis, one shows dominance (superior impact values in

all primary goal categories), then the Strawman would, in

fact, have provided a unique solution. Dominance is

unlikely, however, due to the number of defined primary goal

categories.

In the event that there is more than one solution

contained in the feasibility set and none possess dominance,

there is a third selection method possible. "Satisfaction"

ranges for each of the nine primary goals can be defined

(which in turn defines a nine dimensional satisfaction space)

in such a way that any computed satisfaction levels which

fall within these ranges are acceptable. Those proposals

with one or more computed satisfaction levels which lie out-

side these ranges can be discarded. Additional proposals can

be eliminated by raising the lower limits of the satisfaction

ranges commensurately (shrinking the satisfaction space).

This procedure can be performed iteratively until a solution

unique for a given weight set becomes apparent.



CHAPTER 4

SYSTEM DESIGN

This chapter describes in detail the computerized

Strawman. The chapter includes a discussion of system

requirements, system components, system maintenance and

system utilization.

System Specifications 

In general the computerized Strawman system is

intended to retrieve technical information as referenced

by designated social goal and to compute impacts on social

goals as a function of a proposed social indicator set.

The more specific system requirements will be discussed

in the following paragraphs.

The Strawman must first of all be capable of dis-

playing the social goal "tree" such as in Figure 1. This

should be accomplished by initially displaying the list

of primary goals. The user should then be allowed to

develop the portion of the goal tree which is of interest

to him by disaggregating a selected prime goal to its

component sub-goals and subsequently to sub sub-goals,

etc. A capability to retrace his path through the goal

tree should also be provided to the user. Along with the

35
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lists of primary and sub-goals should be the associated

preference weights and computed goal impacts.

Technical or social indicator data should be

accessible by referencing a social goal of interest. This

action should produce the list of social indicator param-

eters which the specified goal impact is dependent upon.

The preference weight set used to compute upper

echelon goal impacts should be revisable. That is the

user should be able to change the weight assigned to any

social goal. Correspondingly, the companion weights to

the revised preference weight should be modified automati-

cally. Also, alternative weight sets should be provided

to the user for his selection. This would constitute

allowing the user to evaluate plans relative to the

preferences of various interest groups.

Finally, the user should be able to access and

evaluate multiple plans selectively and successively. A

change in plan being considered should be achievable at

any point in the evaluation. A related feature would be

provided by endowing the system with the capability to

ascertain and access the stored data set (plan) which pro-

vided the best goal impact on some designated goal or goals.

General System Description 

The discussion of the computerized Strawman system

will be presented in two parts. The first will deal with
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the components required to construct the system called the

"build" portion and the second will describe the interactive

operating components of the system.

The build portion of the system consists of a set

of computer programs which create data files needed by the

interactive portion of the system. This building procedure

is depicted graphically in Figure 2. The files constructed

are character coded and contained on magnetic disc so that

they are randomly accessible and displayable at a remote

terminal. After each file is constructed and put in resi-

dence on magnetic disc, it is cataloged so that it can be

accessed subsequently by the retrieval programs. Each of

the required files is discussed in a following section of

this chapter entitled "Data Files".

The interactive components of the system must also be

stored and cataloged as a part of the build function.

Accessing the interactive operators can then be accomplished

by addressing that package by name.

The interactive segment of the system consists of a

set of retrieval, computational, and display subroutines.

The information manipulated by these subroutines is of two

types, exogenously stored and endogenously generated. The

design approach taken was to bring large blocks of data

into core storage from mass storage as requested by the

user and then compute the entire set of dependent variables.
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Individual data elements are then retrieved selectively

from these data sets. This approach is as opposed to the

retrieval from mass storage and computation of individual

data elements on a demand basis. The intent of the chosen

approach was to reduce total system response time.

The operation of the interactive Strawman system

is presented in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that initiation

of the system results in the program STRAWS being retrieved

from magnetic disc and brought into core. The stored data

files are also made available for access by the user. The

preference weight set and social indicator set selected by

the user is operated on by STRAWS to develop the social

goal impact file. The user at a remote terminal can then

obtain designated information elements via the program

STRAWS.

Rationale for Computerization and Use of a
Remote Access CRT Terminal 

The Strawman methodology makes use of a large

number of public preference weights and connective oper-

ators as well as social indicator parameters and supporting

data. The number of social indicator parameters is deter-

mined by the number of alternative proposals available for

evaluation. Approximately two hundred and ten data elements

per proposal are included in the prototype implementation.
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The manipulation of this numerical data as well as some

associated text requires numerous and varied computational

and information retrieval functions. The volume of data

being dealt with together with the complexity of the

operations required here quite definitely necessitate

computerization.

A remote access terminal is necessary in this

application because of the requirement for interactive and

iterative use. The use of the system will be interactive

in that it will require that the user make decisions and

provide inputs during the course of an analysis exercise

and it will be iterative in that several or more analyses

exercises can be conducted following just one activation

of the system. A terminal also satisfies the need for

responsive information accession and provides a means of

querying a centralized data base remotely from widespread

geographical points. A cathode ray tube (CRT) is suggested

by the system design to enable graphic display of output.

Data Files 

The following paragraphs present the specifications

for the data files used by the Strawman system. Each

specification includes a brief description of the way in

which the file is used and the file's input and output for-

mats. In general the file record formats are the same as

the input formats. Table 1 presents the tape number and
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system file names which must be referenced for the

retrieval of data files from mass storage. Table 2 pre-

sents the current contents of the social indicator data

file listed by problem area and proposal codes. The

trivial data sets have been included in the file for use

in system validation exercises.

Table 1. File	 (Tape) Identities

Tape # System Name Description

Tape 1 INPUT (Card Reader or Terminal Input)

Tape 2 OUTPUT (Printer or Terminal Output)

Tape 3 STRGLBR (Goal Label Random File)

Tape 4 STRSLR (Indicator Label Random File)

Tape 5 STRSGIM (Goal Master Index File)

Tape 6 STRPWF (Preference Weight File)

Tape 7 STRSIN (Indicator Master Index File)

Tape 8 STRSCL (Indicator Parameter Random File)



Contents

trivial data (all = 1.000)

trivial data (all = 2.000)

trivial data (all = 3.000)

trivial data except for Eco-
nomic Opportunity which contains
feasible data reflecting poor 
proposal

trivial data except for Eco-
nomic Opportunity which contains
feasible data reflecting good 
proposal

Rio Grande default plan

Rio Grande Recreation plan

Rio Grande Industrial Develop-
ment plan

Rio Grande Undevelopment plan

Rio Grande Cotton Phaseout plan
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Table 2. Current Social Indicator Data Base

Problem
Area Code

Proposal
Code

11111 -	 01

22222 -	 01

33333	 - 01

99999	 - 01

99999 02

55555	 - 01

55555 02

55555 03

55555	 - 04

55555	 - 05
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Social Goal Label File (STRGLBR) 

Purpose

This file provides the alpha labels for each of the

nine primary social goals and for all of their respective

subgoals. STRGLBR is not constructed sequentially and

therefore uses a name index system in such a way that the

index specifies uniquely the location of each goal in the

Strawman goal hierarchy. The file is structured so that

when a subgoal index is provided via input from the user

the record corresponding to that index is retrieved and

displayed, with the display containing the sub-goal indexed,

all of its "superior" social goals and its immediate 

"inferior" goals (disaggregations).

Input Format

First card

columns 1-10

columns 11-50

Record Key (right justified)

Goal label field which includes

any assigned numerical indices

Each succeeding 40 character

field is the same without re-

gard to or indication of con-

tinuations onto subsequent

cards. The presence of the

symbol ($) in the fortieth
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column of a label field indi-

cates that the label will be

continued into the next forty

column field. The end of the

record is indicated by a right

parenthesis. Labels are input

so that they are indented as

desired on the output display.

Output Format

The goal labels are output in the first forty

columns of the display with each label field occupying one

row unless a continuation onto a succeeding forty column

row(s) is required.

Social Indicator Label File (STRSLR) 

Purpose

This file provides the alpha labels for each of the

social indicators required by the Strawman system. STRSLR

is not sequential and therefore uses a name index system

where the index designates uniquely the relationship of

each social indicator to the rest of the Strawman hier-

archy. STRSLR also contains data fields which specify the

units that each social indicator is expressed in, which

indicate the availability of support data, and which stipu-

late the multiplicative and exponential coefficients which

are used in the connective algorithms.
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Input Format

First card

columns 1-7

columns 11-45

columns 46-80

column 80

Record Key (left justified)

First label field

Second label field

*indicates existence of label

continuation card

Continuation card

same as first card

Second card

columns 1-7	 Record Key (same as first

card)

columns 11-20	 Units (left justified, i.e.,

tons, $/capita)

column 20	 *indicates availability of

supporting data

columns 21-25	 Connective algorithm multipli-

cative coefficient (floating

point)

columns 26-30	 Connective algorithm exponen-

tial coefficient (floating

point)

column 31	 Continuation indicator. Non-

blank entry specifies existence

of cards to follow which
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contain connective algorithm

table entries.

Third card (contains x coordinates of connective

table)

columns 1-7	 Record Key (same as first

card)

column 11	 Contains the entry "x"

columns 21-26	 (and each 6 character field

for the following 8 fields)

x coordinate entries

(floating point)

Fourth card (contains y coordinates of connective

table)

columns 1-7	 Record Key (same as first

card)

column 11	 Contains the entry "y"

columns 21-26	 (and each 6 character field

for the following 8 fields)

y coordinate entries

(floating point)

Output Format

All records having keys with initial characters as

specified by the control program are retrieved, numbered

and displayed in order. The assigned number appears in the
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first two columns and the label begins in the fourth

column. All subsequent label continuations appear on the

following line and are indented one column relative to the

first line of the label. The units label appears twenty-

two columns to the right of the last line of the social

indicator label field and is left justified. An asterisk

appearing in the last column of the units field will indi-

cate that support data is available.

Preference Weight File (STRPWF) 

Purpose

The Preference Weight File (STRPWF) contains data

elements which are used by computational subroutines to

aggregate planning information, that is, they represent the

relative impact which any social subgoal has on its immedi-

ately superior social goal. Alternative preference weight

data sets are provided by the system, each one represen-

tative of some designate interest group. The preference

weights are displayed with their associated social goal

labels to enable the user to modify them.

Data Specifications

Range of weight values	 0 -.999

Significant digits	 3
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Input Format

First card

column 1	 asterisk

columns 2-3	 numerical cluster group code

(i.e., interest group)

Second card	 and all succeeding cards (for

same cluster group) in

sequence

columns 1-3	 preference weight (no decimal

point)

Output Format

Preference weights will be displayed in a field

occupying the fifth thru eighth characters to the right of

their correspondent social goal label fields and preceded by

a decimal point. The weights will be output adjacent only to

the lowest level social goals in a given display and there-

fore the weights seen in any display will always sum to

one (1.000).

Social Goal Index Master File (SGIMF) 

Purpose

This file consists of a sequential list of social

goal indices identifying related parameters in other

files. This file also includes indicators which identify

those social goal indices which are representative
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of lowest order social goals, and which specify the type of

relationship which exists between that lowest order social

goal and its subordinate social indicators upon which it is

dependent, and indicators which specify the number of social

indicators involved. Information contained in this file

is not displayed at the user's terminal.

Card Input Format

Each social goal will be represented by a single

card.

columns 1-7

columns 8-9

columns 10-11

Social Goal Index (left

justified)

A non-zero value in this field

indicates that the index is for

a lowest order social goal, in

which case the value stipulates

the correct connective algo-

rithm to be used.

The number of social indica-

tors upon which this social

goal is dependent.
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Social Indicator Index Master File (SIIMF) 

Purpose

This file consists of a sequential list of social

indicator indices, which identify related parameters

in other files. Information contained in this file is

not displayed at the user's terminal.

Input Format

This file will be constructed by the build program

SGIMFBL from the card inputs used to construct the Social

Goal Index Master File (SGIMF).

Social Indicator File (STRSCL) 

Purpose

This file contains the technical parameters rep-

resentative of a specific action proposal. These parameters

are used as inputs to the computations which determine the

impact of the proposal being studied on the various social

goals and subgoals. STRSCL is index sequential in the order

specified by the Social Indicator Index Master File (SIIMF).

Card Input Format

First card	 Specifies required Social Indicator

Matrix

columns 1-6
	

Problem area code

columns 7-8
	

Proposal code

columns 11-72
	

Alpha-numeric descriptor
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Second card and each card thereafter. One card

for each Social Indicator

columns 1-10	 Social Indicator (floating

point)

Output Format

All indicators having indices with initial char-

acters as specified by the control program will be retrie-

ved and displayed. The indicator will appear in a field

which begins eleven characters to the right of the last

line of its corresponding label and which extends for ten

characters.

Subroutines 

As stated previously the computerized Strawman

system consists of two primary modules, the system build

module and the interactive module. The build module is

made up of a set of computer programs and subroutines

which have been given the names GLBLD, GLDBUF, SLIP,

SLDBUF, KLEAN, SGIMFBL, PWFBL, and SCLBL. A description

of each of the variables used in the build programs and

subroutines is supplied in Table 3.

The program GLBLD reads punch cards in the goal

label file input format. The program then edits for

missing and out-of-sequence cards, checks for record

continuation indicators, and determines the record key
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Table 3. System Build Variables

Variables used in the system build program SGIMFBL

Input/Output Variable Names 

INKY	 Social goal index (7 characters, left justi-
fied)

ICA	 Connective algorithm indicator which specifies
the type of algorithm to be used to relate the
social indicator set to the associated social
goals (2 character integer)

NSI	 Number of social indicators which specified
(by INKY) social goal impact is dependent
upon

Internal Variable Names 

Work
Areas

Variable used to store intermediate results
while converting data from integer to display
code or vice versa

KY	 Field into which INKY is placed and is con-
verted to a left justified, character coded,
binary zero filled field

KY2
	

Area in which the social indicator index
entries are generat d as a function of KY
and NSI

INSRT	 Field by which KY is suffixed to create KY2

INSNO	 Field used for temporary storage of NSI

IOUTC	 Counter used to determine number of entries
made into the SGIMF file

INCD	 Counter used to determine number of social
goal index cards read

KMASK	 Constructed by the program so that any non-
zero bits on right side of KY2 can be cleared
to zero
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Table 3, System Build Variables, Continued

K2	 Equal to the number of binary zeros on the
right side of KY2. This variable is used by
SGIMBL to determine extent of shifting oper-
ations required on KY2.

Test	 Variable used to store intermediate results
Areas	 of shifting procedures and can be used to

determine if shifting is complete

KTST	 Variable used for storage of intermediate
masked results during the shifting process

Variables used in the system build program SLIP

Input/Output Variable Names 

Index used by magnetic disc file opening
routine to sequence the social indicator
label file

IBUF	 Area in which records of the social indicator
label file are built prior to being written
on disc. Words 1-42 are labeled text, 43-60
are FXY values, 61 is CONM, 62 is CONE, and
63 is units field.

KY	 Area into which the social indicator key is
read from the first card of each vector

KCHK	 Area into which the social indicator key is
read from the "units" card of each vector.
Data in KCHK must equal data in KY.

KUN	 Area into which data from the "units" card
is read.

KCHKZ	 Area into which the key from the connective
algorithm table is read. Data in KCHK must
equal KY.

IXY Input area indicating whether the subsequent
connective algorithm data constitutes x or y
coordinates

FXY	 Entries in the connective algorithm table

IDX
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Table 3, System Build Variables, Continued

Internal Variable Names 

Work Areas

KHOLD	 Area used for converting CONE and CONM from
character code to floating point values

KEY	 Area in which the social indicator label key
is placed in left justified, character coded,
binary zero filled form

KYSU	 Area in which the value in KY is saved during
edit checking

IPRFX	 Contains the value one in display code and is
used to prefix keys provided by social indica-
tor file input cards in order to make these
keys correspond to those in the social goal
label file

Logical Switches

IUNIT	 Indicates (if equal to one) that the next
card, during card reading process, must be a
units card

IEOF	 Indicates that end of file condition has been
reached on input file

Variables used in the system build program PWFBL

Input/Output Variable Names 

INBF	 Three character area into which all input data
is read

IPWT	 Buffer area containing preference weights in
integer form

IDX	 Index used by magnetic disc file opening rou-
tine to sequence the preference weight data
file
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Table 3, System Build Variables, Continued

Internal Variable Names 
Work Areas

INTPW	 Integer used in transforming the preference
weight from character code to integer form

KYSV	 Area used to save preference weight set
number prior to writing preference weights
onto disc

Area in which the preference weight set
number is saved in left justified, character
coded, binary zero filled form

Logical Switches

IEOF	 Indicates (if equal to one) that end of file
condition has been reached on input file

Variables used in the system build program SCLBL

Input/Output Variable Names 

I OX Index used by the magnetic disc file opening
routine to sequence the social indicator
parameter file

SCLIN	 Buffer area in which the social indicator
values are placed before being written onto
disc

KCODE	 Input area which contains the social indica-
tor file code

DESC	 Contains the description text for the social
indicator files

FLT	 Contains the social indicator value in
floating point format

KEY
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index. Validated card images are transferred to subroutine

GLDBUF. If any invalid input cards are discovered they

are rejected and appropriate diagnostics are provided.

The subroutine GLDBUF loads goal label records,

one card image at a time, into a buffer in core. When

either the buffer is full or a logical record is completed

the buffer is written onto a disc file (STRGLABR) as a

random record addressible by its assigned key.

The program SLIP reads punch cards in the social

indicator label file input format. It then edits for

missing and out-of-sequence cards and determines the

correct record key index. Validated card images are

transferred to subroutine SLDBUF. Invalid cards are

rejected and appropriate diagnostics are provided. SLIP

calls the subroutine KLEAN which initializes the social

indicator label file buffer to binary zeros prior to data

being loaded into the buffer.

Subroutine SLDBUF loads social indicator label

records, one card image at a time, into a buffer in core

storage. When a logical record is completed it is written

onto a disc file (STRSLR) as a random record addressible

by its assigned key.

The program SGIMFBL reads punch cards in the

social goal index master file format. The first field

(INKY) of each card is converted to a left justified,
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character coded, binary zero filled format and is written

onto the SGIMF disc file. The second field (ICA) and

third field (NSI) are read onto SGIMF in integer format.

A non-zero value in ICA causes an entry(s) to be made in

the SIIMF file, the number of entries being equal to the

value in NSI.

Programs PWFBL and SCLBL are designed to build

the preference weight and social indicator data files

respectively. Each reads a header card for each data

set, reads the data elements in sequence, and then stores

the array on magnetic disc for sequential access. Both

programs can read and store an unlimited number of arrays

during any one operation.

The subroutines of the interactive module are

called STRAWS, GLSHW, NEWAG, CONTRL, SILIST, SLSHW,

NEWGHT, and IMPACT( Figure 5-12). A description of each of

the variables used in the interactive routines is supplied

in Table 4. Listings of the coding for each of these sub-

routines is provided in Appendix B.

The routine STRAWS functions primarily in a

housekeeping role. It initially determines the problem

area code and proposal code and attaches the appropriate

social indicator file. It also determines the desired

weight set and subsequently attaches the appropriate weight

set file. Finally STRAWS reads specified records from the
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Table 4. Variables Used in the Interactive System STRAWS

Input Variable Names 

IPRB	 Problem area code (5 integers)

IYN	 Response (yes or no) to question "Do you wish
to supply proposal code?" (3 alpha characters)

IPROP	 Proposal code (2 integers)

IWT	 Preference weight set code (2 integers)

IRSP	 Control codes (unedited) entered by user in
response to "ENTER COMMAND"

ICA

NSI

CM

CE

SI

Connective algorithm indicator which specifies
the type of algorithm to be used to relate the
social indicator set to the associated social
goals

Number of Social Indicators which specified
social goal impact is dependent upon

Multiplicative coefficient used in connective
algorithm

Exponential coefficient used in connective
algorithm

Social Indicator value

Internal Variable Names 

Logical Switches	 - state variables specifying program
options

Keyl	 Current index for Social Goal Label Record Key
updated by DISAG or BACK parameter. (I word,
left justified character code with zero binary
fill)

IR2	 Control code parameter (I word, left justified
character code with zero binary fill)

ISIL	 Initial (off) value zero on status is one.
"off" status permits SILST subroutine to open
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Table 4. continued

Social Indicator Label file which is prevented
by "on" status

IR1	 Numerical code representing alphabetic control
code

IR1 = 0

IR1 = I

IR1 = 2

IR1 = 3-6

IRI = 7

IR1 = 8

IR1 = 9

error condition (invalid code
entered)
control code BACK

control code D1SAG

unused

control code SILIST

control code TEACH

control code STOP

IR2	 Unused control code parameter reserved for
future use (I word)

KFND	 If equal to a non-zero value program provides
an error message indicating that vector sought
is not available in the data base

Work
	

Variable used to store intermediate results
Areas
	 while converting data from integer to display

code or vice versa

ISIS	 Control code parameter in integer form as
input (integer form of IR2)

OLDIS	 Previous index for Social Goal Label record
key (prior to current updating by DISAG or
BACK command) in integer form

NWDIS	 Index for Social Goal Label record key (after
updating by DISAG or BACK) in integer form.
NWDIS is a function of IDIS and NWDIS

Test
Areas

Variable used to store intermediate results of
shifting procedures and can be used to deter-
mine if shifting is complete
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Table 4. continued

KSHFT	 Variable used to store intermediate value of
KEY1 during shifting

KTST	 Variable used for storage of intermediate
masked results during the shifting process.
KTST is the product of masking KSHFT with a
binary literal and is used to test for com-
pletion of shifting

ITST	 Used to isolate the control code parameter
from the command input

ICHK	 Variable used to determine if ITST has been
shifted to the right side of the word prior
to conversion to integer form

KMSK	 Used in subroutine SILST to determine required
Social Indicator record key
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Figure 5. Program STRAWS
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goal label and social indicator label files, attaches

specialized software (i.e., 4010 TCS), analyzes input

errors, and displays diagnostics. The interactive commands

which it honors are DISAG, NWT, RESTART, BACK, TEACH,

SILIST, and STOP and the subroutines which it calls are

GLSHW, NEWAG, CONTRL, IMPACT, NEWGHT, and SILST.

Subroutine GLSHW formats and displays goal label

records retrieved in STRAWS. The subroutine NEWAG pro-

duces record keys needed by STRAWS for goal label record

retrieval in response to the numerical disaggregation code

entered by the user at the terminal.

The subroutine CONTRL analyzes commands received

by STRAWS, provides default options (i.e., for the command

BACK), formats input parameters for use by NEWAG or SILST

and provides program switching codes for STRAWS. The

subroutine NEWGHT replaces a designated preference weight

data element with a new preference weight as desired by

the user. NEWGHT also modifies the companion weights in

the designated data sub-set so that they continue to be

normalized (i.e.,sum to one).

SILST produces the record keys needed for accessing

the social indicator label file and subsequently retrieves

the required record. The subroutine SLSHW, called by

SILST, formats and displays the social indicator label

records retrieved in SILST.
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Figure 6. Subroutine GLSHW
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The subroutine IMPACT computes the social goal

satisfaction levels or impacts as a function of the

selected social indicator and preference weight data

arrays. IMPACT initially tests to determine the correct

connective algorithm to be used to compute the goal

impacts, computes the lowest level impacts, and then

fills out the remainder of the goal impact array by

using the multiplicative function described in the

Strawman Concept discussion.
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Control Language 

A control language, in the context of this system,

consists of the codes at the user's command with which he

can interact with the computer. The requirements for a con-

trol language imposed by the Strawman application are first

that the language be easy to use, and second, that it be

powerful, i.e., necessitate few interactions with the system.

The first requirement would suggest that the language have

a small vocabulary of codes, representative of their func-

tions, and be correspondingly easy to learn, whereas the

second would suggest that the vocabulary be large so that

all possible system actions would be designated by a unique

term. Consequently the structuring of a control language

involves making tradeoffs.

The control language vocabulary designated for the

Strawman system is presented below:

1. "DISAG n" - disaggregates goal (or sub-goal)
-

number "n" and presents that goal's component sub-

goals together with its superior goals (if any) as

output. Also presented are the selected preference

weights for all relative goals and the computed

impact of the proposed action on those goals. The

goal number designator (n) requires a one character

numerical input.
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2. "SILIST n" - gives a listing of all social indi-

cators related to social goal (sub-goal) number n.

This listing includes both the social indicator

labels and the associated values for the proposal

under consideration.

3• "BACK m" - allows the user to reverse his prog -

ress thru the Strawman tree and review previous

displays. The parameter m designates the number of

echelons the user wishes to move backwards thru the

tree. A value of one is provided as a default

option if no number is designated for m.

4. "TEACH" - displays all the commands and formats

to which the system will respond.

5. "NWT n,offw -w" - replaces the preference weight

displayed for subgoal n with a new entry (.www) and

recomputes all goal impacts.

6. "IMPR ni, n2, n 3" - finds a proposal which shows

dominance over the proposal currently being consid-

ered relative to goals or subgoals n 	 n 2' and n 3'

7. "RESTART" - allows the user to return to the

beginning of the analysis in order to evaluate a new

proposal (social indicator set).

8. "STOP" - terminates interaction with the Straw-

man system.
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System Maintenance 

The computerized Strawman was developed on the

University of Arizona's CDC 6400. It currently resides,

however, on magnetic tape at the Houston, Texas facility

of Control Data Corporation's CYBERNET time sharing service.

The CYBERNET service was chosen because of its large

storage capability and rapid response time.

Activation of the Strawman requires reading the

twenty system files from tape onto magnetic disc. This

translation procedure is required because of the much

greater storage charges on magnetic disc. Initially, the

user must dial the local CYBERNET WATTS line number, log in

with a charge number and password, and then enter the batch

mode. Once this is accomplished the correct tape (the files

exist on two tapes designated HK547 and K630 and either can

be chosen) can be accessed by inputing:

REQUEST, ZZZZZTP. (HK547/NORING)

The REQUEST command results in having the operator mount

the requested tape on a tape reading device. The input

NORING dictates that data will be read from the tape non-

destructively. The files can then be dumped from tape to

disc by using the command:

-ZZZZT2D 

This command provides the user with the following options:
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LOADALL - loads all files to disc

SELLOAD - loads only selected files to disc

SELOMIT - loads all except selected files to disc

LIST	 - lists names of all files on tape

To operate the Strawman the option LOADALL must be

selected and the retrieval program can then be accessed by

supplying the command:

-RETRIEV

This command (-RETRIEV) activates the Strawman system and

inquiries to the user are begun as discussed in the next

section.

Since the Strawman files are randomly accessible

they must be edited in the batch mode by updating the

appropriate computer card deck or decks (data decks are

provided with this report). File formats are discussed

previously in this chapter. The updated card deck must

then be submitted at a Control Data Corporation batch pro-

cessing station with the following changes (the card decks

are currently constructed for use on the University of

Arizona computer facility):

1) replace the U of A job card with

$CHARGE, H111636-002. 

and

NORM3, CM65000, T20, 10100, P6.
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2) replace JCL cards containing

WIPEOUT, file name.

with JCL cards containing

PURGE, filename.

FORCE - EXIT. 

EXIT.

Once the decks have been correctly assembled as

described above, submitted, and run to successful comple-

tion, the data will exist as a file(s) in the CDC 6600

SCOPE operating system at the CDC facility in Los Angeles,

California. The file(s) must then be transmitted to the

CDC 6000 KRONOS (conversational time sharing service)

operating system at the CDC facility in Houston, Texas

which requires use of a remote terminal.

The transmission is achieved by logging in as

described previously (supplying a charge number and pass-

word and entering the batch mode). The correct magnetic

tape must be mounted (again as described previously) and

all the system files must be loaded to disc except the

one(s) being modified. Loading is performed by use of the

-ZZZZT2D command and the SELOMIT option. The program

CNTLCDS (which is one of the loaded files) can then be

accessed and used to transmit the updated file(s) by

supplying the commands:

OLD, CNTLCDS 
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and

SUBMIT, CNTLCDS, H=LA66, T

After the required turn around time has elapsed the updated

file(s) will exist on magnetic disc in the KRONOS system.

Subsequent to either interaction with the Strawman

system or editing of the Strawman files, the files should

be returned from disc to tape and purged from the disc.

This translation is accomplished by inputing the command:

REQUEST, ZZZZZTP. (HK547/RING/charge number)

The input RING dictates that the data will be read onto

magnetic tape destructively so that the old files will be

replaced with the new ones. When an indication that the

tape has been mounted has been received the disc to tape

translation program is accessed by providing the command:

-ZZZZD2T

The disc to tape translation program allows the

user the following options:

DUMPALL - Dumps all files to tape

SELDUMP	 Dumps only selected files to tape

SELOMIT - Dumps all except selected files to tape

LIST	 - LIST names of all files on disc

PURGE (Y or N) - a Y response purges all files from

disc

The command BYE terminates interaction with the CYBERNET

system.
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System Utilization 

Once the user has initiated interaction with the

computer, the Strawman system is activated by calling it

into the central processing unit under the file name

"STRAWS". Attaching STRAWS makes the Strawman system soft-

ware and certain data files available to the user. After

activation, the system presents the question, What is the 

problem area code, to which the user responds with a five

character numerical code, "xxxxx". This input designates

the general subject under study such as, for example, the

Rio Grande basin. The system next asks the question, Do you 

wish to supply proposal code? If the user response is "No,"

the system supplies the first code which is in its sequenced

proposal files. Otherwise the system asks, What is proposal 

code, to which the user responds with a two character numer-

ical code "xx". This code stipulates the specific proposal

or action plan which has been suggested as a solution to the

problem identified above and which the user wishes to eval-

uate.

The Strawman system then presents the question,

Which of the following weight sets is desired for this anal-

ysis, and provides a list of coded weight sets which reflect

the preferences of various interest groups. The user identi-

fies the desired set by inputing a two character code "xx".
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This input selects the set of weights which will be used to

trade off the attainment of objectives against each other.

With the information provided up to this point the

system retrieves the required data files and computes the

impact of the selected proposal on each of the social goals

in the Strawman goal hierarchy. It then displays a proposal

identifier and a list of the major social goals as defined

by the Strawman Taxonomy. Next, a request for a command is

made by the system and the user responds with one of the

commands described in the section entitled "Control Lan-

guage". With these commands he can see component sub-goals

of one of the goals currently displayed together with the

preference weights and computed impacts of those component

goals or he can see the list of technical parameters (social

indicators) used to compute the impact on one of the goals

displayed. He can also, once the Strawman goal hierarchy has

been dissected, return to a previous display. He can also

change individual preference weight parameters causing

recomputation of impacts, retrieve from the proposal file the

best solution relative to some social goal, or, once the

Strawman goal hierarchy has been dissected, return to a

previous display.

The interaction between the user and the Strawman

system can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Strawman System/User Interaction



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A prototype computerized STRAWMAN is currently

operational and has been demonstrated successfully to a

number of civil water resources administrators. For the

prototype, valid demonstration data (social indicators

and preference weights) were generated for only a subset

of the complete Strawman goal taxonomy. This subset

includes the primary social goals Economic Opportunity,

Aesthetic Opportunity, and Recreation Opportunity and the

subgoal Health Security (under the primary goal Collective

Security). The remainder of the goal taxonomy was addres-

sed by the computerization effort but assigned only tri-

vial values for required social indicators and preference

weights.

Although the demonstration prototype does not

include a complete data base it has served to validate

several aspects of the Strawman. First of all it has

been shown that the type of data required by the Strawman

is obtainable. That is, numeric data indicating public

preferences for various interest groups and numeric data

characterizing resource development proposals can be

generated so that they can be used to predict impacts on
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various predetermined social objectives. Secondly, it

has been shown that this kind of data can be implemented

in a manageable computerized information base, manipula-

ted as required, and used to produce reports of content

and format meaningful to decision makers. Thirdly, it has

been shown that this kind of a management information sys-

tem can be very powerful in terms of the volume of data

it can manage and variety of reports it can generate but

still quite simple to operate and understand. Lastly the

cost of operating the system has been found to be well

within the bounds of feasibility whereas the very impor-

tant question concerning the cost of data collection has

yet to be considered.

Also left unproven at this point is the accuracy

of the social goal impact projections made by the Straw-

man. To accomplish this type of verification, a long term

study such as the one made in the Santiam River basin in

Oregon (Hogg and Smith 1971) would have to be conducted

covering the preconstruction, construction, and post-

construction phases of some resource development project.

This type of study would allow the investigators to apply

the Strawman and subsequently ascertain the correlation

between the impact predictions made prior to construction

and the impacts actually realized after construction as

perceived by the proximate community.
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As discussed in Chapter 2 a planning methodology

should conform to scientific method. A methodology such

as the Strawman should include a feedback capability to

provide auditing of the decision making process such as

is imposed on most financial operations. The achievement

of this capability implies that the Strawman's projections

as to a proposal's impacts on social goals should be held

accountable to eventual outcome. The computerized Straw-

man system flexibility accommodates this requirement by

reacting to discrepancies by allowing adjustment of the

connective algorithms or data base content appropriately.

This inherent flexibility renders the question posed in

the preceding paragraph, regarding unproven computational

accuracy, somewhat less critical. That is, since the

Strawman is offered only as a provisional planning frame-

work the fact that it provides a means for correcting

inaccuracies should be regarded as sufficiently rigorous.

Demonstrating the applicability, cost feasibility,

apprehensibility, and intrinsic validity of the computer-

ized Strawman has shown its utility. It is also a signif-

icant improvement over all other existing planning tech-

niques. Most importantly it is truly comprehensive in that

it can incorporate all social objectives simultaneously and

respond to any social attitude. Also where other planning

methodologies (e.g., ATOM and McHarg) are inexplicit and

subjective the Strawman is explicit and objective.
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There are several areas of the computerized

Strawman which offer potential for improvement. One of

these is the capability to present a graphic display of

the impacts on some selected social goal as provided by

all the proposal data sets stored in the system. This

would allow easy identification of the best proposal

relative to the selected goal. Secondly a cost feasi-

bility study for obtaining the system input data is

essential before actual implementation of the computerized

Strawman. Also some very productive computer programming

effort is possible to significantly reduce the system

response time.



APPENDIX A

THÉ COMPLETE STRAWMAN GOAL

TAXONOMY WITH ASSIGNED INDICES
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Collective Security 

1.	 Collective Security

11.	 Internal Security

111. Revolutionary Activities

112. Mob Violence

113. Subversive Activities

114. Individual or Isolated Acts of Violence

115. Community Cohesiveness

116. Requirements for Communications Systems

116(1).	 Government Water Resource Investments

117.	 Availability of Internal Transportation Systems

117(1).	 Miles of Navigable Waterway

12.	 External Security

121. Responsive, Flexible and Varied Defensive

Capabilities

1211.	 Role of Water Resources in Defense

1211(1).	 Miles of Navigable Waterway

1211(2).	 Quantity of Secure Fresh Water Supplies

1211(3).	 Per cent of Power from Hydroelectric

1211(4).	 Availability of Fresh Water Supplies

122. Alliances and International Agreements

122(1).	 Agreements Broken or Terminated Because of Water

Policy or Action

122(2).	 Water Not Available for International Agreements

Because of Water Policy or Action
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123.	 Intelligence Activities

13.	 Health Security

131. Sources of Health Hazards

131(1).	 Per cent Sanitary Sewage Disposal (per cent of

areal, urban not rural)

131(3).	 Bacteriological Content of Untreated Water

Supplies (coliforms per ml.)

131(4).	 Area Acting as Breeding Ground for Vector-Borne

Diseases (per cent of total area)

131(5).	 Number of Patients Contracting Diseases from

Water Sources (number per 100,000 per year)

131(6).	 Number of Deaths Due to Floods (number per

100,000 per year)

131(7).	 Number of Deaths from Water Accidents (number per

100,000 per year)

132. Supply of Treatment

132(1).	 Doctors per 1,000

132(2).	 Hospital Beds per 1,000

132(3).	 Average Response Time to Medical Emergencies (in

minutes)

133. Prevention

134. Public Education

135.	 Equality



Environmental Security 

2.	 Environmental Security

21.	 Improvement of Air Quality

211. Changes in Gaseous Concentrations

211(1).	 Concentrations of Oxides of Sulphur, Carbon,

Nitrogen

211(2).	 Concentrations of Hydrocarbons

211(3).	 Concentrations of Noxious Gases

211(4).	 Concentrations of Ozone and PAN

211(5).	 Organic Compounds, Nitrogenated

211(6).	 Halogenated Organics

211(7).	 Sulfur Compounds (other than oxides)

211(8).	 Gaseous Metallic Forms (e.g., lead, mercury)

211(9).	 pH of Precipitation

212. Solids, Particulates in Air

212(1).	 Dust

21211.	 Agricultural Practices

21211(1).	 Acres of Land in Semi-Arid Land Farmed but not

Irrigated

21211(2).	 Acres Allowed to Lie Fallow Without Cover

21212.	 Industrial Activity

21213.	 New Construction

21215(1).	 Level of Activity

21214.	 Land Clearing

21214(1).	 Acres Cleared

89
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21214(2).	 Miles of Unpaved Roads

2122.	 Fly Ash, Similar Particulate Matter

21221.	 Industrial Activity

21221(1).	 Concentration from Industry

21222.	 Electric Power Generation

21222(1).	 Amount of Power Generated by Coal

213.	 Temperature Changes

213(1).	 Per cent Energy Generated by Hydroelectric

22.	 Land Quality

221. Chemical Buildup in Soil

2211.	 Chemical Buildup from Fertilizers, Herbicides,

and Pesticides

2211(1).	 Acres Under Cultivation

2212.	 Chemical Buildup from Irrigation

2212(1).	 Chemical Buildup from use of Waste Water

2212(2).	 Chemical Buildup from use of Saline Water

2213.	 Chemical Buildup from Deposition during Floods

2214.	 Chemical Buildup from Wind Transported

Particulate Matter

2214(1).	 Level and Changes in Industrial Production

2214(2).	 pH of Precipitation

222. Amount of Erosion

222(1).	 Topography of Land

222(2).	 Depth of Organic Layer

222(3).	 Acres Protected from Flooding
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23.	 Water Quality

231. Dissolved Gases

231(1).	 Dissolved Oxygen

231(2).	 Poisonous Gases (concentration)

231(3).	 Amount of Waste Buried at Sea

232. Eutrophication Products

232(1).	 Phosphorus, Nitrogen, Carbon Measures

232(2).	 Probability of Eutrophication

233. Dissolved or Suspended Solids

233(1).	 Biodegradable Solids

233(2).	 Non-biodegradable Solids

234. Liquids

2341.	 Oil Slicks

2341(1).	 Transportation Investments

2342.	 Acid, Alkaline Liquid

2342(1).	 pH

235.	 Temperature

24.	 Flora

241. Variety of Types

241(1).	 Inventory of Types

242. Extent of Types

242(1).	 Inventory of Areas not Subject to Human Inter-

action

25.	 Fauna.

251.	 Variety of Species
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251(1).	 Inventory of Types

252.	 Species Population Levels

252(1).	 Habitat Availability

252(2).	 Migration Opportunity

252(3).	 Food Availability

252(4).	 Mating Opportunity

26.	 Geographic Environmental Security

261. Earthquakes

261(1).	 Rate of Occurrence

261(2).	 Severity

262. Land Subsidence

262(1).	 Extent of Groundwater Mining

262(2).	 Oil and Gas Pumping

262(3).	 Irrigation of Unconsolidated Soils

263.	 Climatic Changes

263(1).	 Temperature, Climatic Variations

Individual Security 

3.	 Individual Security

31.	 Security from Physical Violence

311.	 Criminal Physical Violence

3111.	 Reported Criminal Physical Violence

3111(1).	 Crime Rate

3111(2).	 Cost in Dollars of Crime (e.g., hospital bills,

physical damage)

3112.	 Unreported Criminal Physical Violence
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3112(1).	 Estimated Unreported Crime Rate

3112(2).	 Estimated Cost of Unreported Crime

312. Accidental Physical Violence

3121.	 Water Damage (Floods)

3121(1).	 Number of Floods

3121(2).	 Flood Damage in Dollars

3121(3).	 Lives Lost Due to Floods

3121(4)	 Cost of Waterway. Accidents

3121(5).	 Lives Lost in Water Accidents

3121(6).	 Cost of Water/Wind Damage

3121(7).	 Lives Lost Through Water/Wind Damage

3122.	 Systems Failures

31221.	 Power Failures

31221(1).	 Probability

31221(2).	 Extent

31221(3).	 Number

31222.	 Water Supply Failures

31222(1).	 Probability

31222(2).	 Extent

31222(3).	 Number

31223.	 Transportation

31223(1).	 Cost of Delay or Damage to Goods by Water Trans-

portation Breakdown

313. Intentional Non-Criminal Physical Violence

32.	 Security from Economic Violence
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321. Extent of Criminal Economic Violence

322. Extent of Accidental Economic Violence

3221.	 Property Damage

3221(1).	 Flood Induced Property Damage

3221(2).	 Damage Caused by Power Failure

3221(3).	 Damage Caused by Water Supply Failure

3221(4).	 Cost of Damage of Loss by Transportation Failures

3221(5).	 Cost of Damage Due to Accidental "Upstream" Pol-

lution

323.	 Intentional, Non-Criminal Economic Violence

3231.	 Property Damage

3231(1).	 Loss of Property Value Due to Pollution from

"Upstream" Polluter

3231(2).	 Cost of Replacing Structures Damaged by Pollution

33.	 Security from Phychological Violence

331. Threats by Authorities

332. Threats by Insurgent Groups

333.	 Threats by Individuals

4.

41.

411.

411(1).

412.

4121. .

Economic Opportunity 

Economic Opportunity

Present Living Standard

Income

Median per Capita Income

Consumption

Prices of Goods, and Services
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4121(1).	 Cost of Living Index

4121(2).	 Consumer Price Index

4122.	 Quality of Goods and Services

4122(1).	 Repair Costs per Capita as a Per cent of Purchase

Price

4123.	 Selection of Goods and Services

4123(1).	 Per cent Change in the Number of New Patents Is-

sued

4123(2).	 Retail Employees per Capita

4123(3).	 Retail per Capita Sales Receipts

413. Leisure Time

413(1).	 Average Weekly Working Hours of Production Work-

ers

413(2).	 Per Capita Receipts of Amusement and Recreation

Service Establishments

413(3).	 Attendance of State Parks per Capita

413(4).	 Per Capita Sales of Hunting and Fishing Licenses

414. Stability

414(1).	 Growth Rate of per Capita Income (per cent)

414(2).	 Rate of Inflation (Nation-Wide)

414(3).	 Unemployment (per cent)

414(4).	 Business Failures as a Per cent of the Total

Number of Businesses

42.	 Future Living Standard

421.	 Employment Potential
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421(1).	 Employment Growth Rate (per cent)

421(2).	 Unemployment Rate (per cent)

421(3).	 Inferred Net Migration as a Per cent of Total

Population

421(4).	 Median Education Level (years)

421(5).	 Median Education Level for Ethnic Groups

421(6).	 Median Income Growth Rate

422. Savings and Investment Potential

422(1).	 Economic Growth Rate (per cent)

422(2).	 Population Growth Rate (per cent)

423. Retirement Potential

423(1).	 Social Insurance Contributions per Capita

423(2).	 Private Retirement Contributions per Capita

43.	 Equality of Economic Opportunity

43(1).	 Gini Coefficient for Income Distribution by In-

come

43(2).	 Gini Coefficient for Ethnic Groups

43(3).	 Median Education for Ethnic Groups

43(4).	 Employment of Ethnic Groups

43(5).	 Ratio of Female Unemployment Rate to Male Unem-

ployment Rate

Cultural and Community Opportunity 

5.	 Cultural and Community Opportunity

51.	 Enjoyment of Amenities (Arts and Nature)

511.	 Location and Accessibility
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511(1).	 Coverage Criteria for Transportation Systems

52. Preservation and Restoration of Areas of Natural

Beauty

52(1).	 Number of Areas of Natural Beauty

53. Creativity

531.	 Encouragement of Creative Endeavors

531(1).	 Number of Government Stipends for Creativity

54. Community Cooperative

54(1).	 Number of Community Projects

54(2).	 Percentage of Eligible Voters Voting

55. Diversity of Cultural and Community Opportunity

55(1).	 Community Size

55(2).	 Population Density

56.	 Equality in Cultural and Community Opportunity

561. Participation Levels

562. Participation Costs

563.	 Transportation Capabilities

563(1).	 Coverage Criteria for Transportation Systems.

Aesthetic Opportunity 

Aesthetic Opportunity

Air Aesthetics

Odor (Elimination of)

Concentration of SO 2

Concentration of Hydrocarbons (from sewage chem-

icals
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612. Visibility

612(1).	 Miles of Visibility

613. Irritants

613(1).	 Concentration of SO 2 (ppm)

613(2).	 Concentration of Nitrogen Oxides )ppm)

613(3).	 Concentrations of Ozone (0 3) and PAN (ppm)

613(4).	 Particulates

62.	 Water Aesthetics

621. Clarity

621(1).	 Suspended Silt Load (ppm)

621(2).	 Biochemical Oxygen Demand )ppm)

622. Floaters

622(1).	 Percentage of Total Sewage Effluent which is

Untreated

623.	 Odors (Elimination of)

623(1).	 Biochemical Oxygen Demand (ppm)

623(2).	 Phenols (ppm)

63.	 Landscape Aesthetics

631.	 Urban Dominated

631(1).	 Acres of Parks per Capita

631(2).	 Per cent of Area covered by Below-Ground Trans-

mission Lines

631(3).	 Per cent Industrial Area

631(4).	 Per cent High Density Residential Area
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631(5).	 Per cent of Area with Medium Density Residential

Development

631(6).	 Per cent Freeway Area

632. Mountain Dominated

632(1).	 Miles of Above-Ground Transmission Lines per

Section

632(2).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

633. Desert Dominated

633(1).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

633(2).	 Visitor Day Use per Capita

634. Agriculture Dominated

634(1).	 Percentage Time Land Fallow

634(2).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

634(3).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

635. Forest Dominated

635(1).	 Method of Harvest (per cent clear cut)

635(2).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

636.	 Water Dominated

636(1).	 Per cent of Area of Bosque Developed (industrial

or residential)

636(2).	 Per cent of Area Covered by Water

636(3).	 Average Flow (millions of acre feet per year)

636(4).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

636(5).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

64.	 Biota Aesthetics
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641. Population

641(1).	 Biomass (tons per acre)

641(2).	 Population (number of animals per acre)

642. Location

642(1).	 Percentage of Area Where Species are located

643.	 Variety

643(1).	 Number of Species (per cent of species in natural

ecosystem of the area)

65.	 Sound Aesthetics

651. Intermittent Sound

651(1).	 Maximum dB Level

651(2).	 Average dB Level

652. Background Sound

652(1).	 Average Natural dB Level

66.	 Equality of Aesthetic Opportunity

66(1).	 Gini Coefficient of Income Distribution

66(2).	 Distribution of Neighborhood Parks per Capita by

Income (gini coefficient)

Recreation Opportunity 

7.	 Recreation Opportunity

71.	 Use

711.	 Supply of Facilities

7111.	 Access

7111(1).	 Average Travel Distance per User Day

7112. •	 Capacity of Recreational Activities
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71121.	 Camping

71112(1).	 User Day Capacity for Camping

71122.	 Fishing

71122(1).	 User Day Capacity for Fishing

71123.	 Hunting

71123(1).	 User Day Capacity for Hunting

71124.	 Swimming

71124(1).	 User Day Capacity for Swimming

71125.	 Boating

71125(1).	 User Day Capacity for Boating

71126.	 Picnicking

71126(1).	 User Day Capacity for Picnicking

7113.	 Use Cost

7113(1).	 Average User Day Fee

712.	 Ability to Recreate

7121.	 Leisure Time

7121(1).	 Average Work Week in Hours

7121(2).	 Per cent Leisure Time Spent on Outdoor Recreation

7122.	 Income

7122(1).	 Personal Disposable Income

7122(2).	 Income Distribution (gini coefficient)

7122(3).	 Gross Regional Product (per capita)

7122(4).	 Per cent of Income Spent on Recreational Activi-

ties

7122(5).	 Sales of Recreational Equipment (per capita)
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72.	 Quality

721. Activity Specific Quality

7211.	 Camping

7211(1).	 Camping Quality Level

7212.	 Fishing

7212(1).	 Fishing Quality Level

7213.	 Hunting

7213(1).	 Hunting Quality Level

7214.	 Swimming

7214(1).	 Swimming Quality Level

7215.	 Boating

7215(1).	 Boating Quality Level

7216.	 Picnicking

7216(1).	 Picnicking Quality Level

722. Scenic Aesthetics

7221.	 Urban Dominated

7221(1).	 Acres of Parks per Capita

7221(2).	 Per cent of Area Covered by Below-Ground Trans-

mission Lines

7221(3).	 Per cent Industrial Area

7221(4).	 Per cent High Density Residential Area

7221(5).	 Per cent Freeway Area

7222.	 Mountain Dominated

7222(1).	 Miles of Above-Ground Transmission Lines per

Section
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7222(2).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

7223.	 Desert Dominated

7223(1).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

7223(2).	 Visitor Day Use per Capita

7224.	 Agriculture Dominated

7224(1).	 Percentage Time Land Fallow

7224(2).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

7224(3).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

7225.	 Forest Dominated

7225(1).	 Method of Harvest (per cent clear cut)

7225(2).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

7225(3).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

7226.	 Water Dominated

7226(1).	 Per cent of Area of Basque Developed (industrial

or residential)

7226(2).	 Per cent of Area Covered by Water

7226(3).	 Average Flow (millions of acre feet per year)

7226(4).	 Miles Above-Ground Transmission Lines per Section

7226(5).	 Visitor Day Use per Acre

73. Variety

73(1).	 Number of Categories of Recreational Activities

73(2).	 Number of Recreational Activities

74. Equality

74(1).	 Income Distribution of Recreation Area Users

74(2).	 Racial Distribution of Recreation Area Users
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74(3).	 Number of Diverse Groups that Recreation Facili-

ties Have Been Provided For

Individual Freedom and Variety 

8.	 Individual Freedom and Variety

81.	 Freedom of Choice

811. Existence of Alternatives

8111.	 Dissemination of Information Necessary for

Choice

8111(1).	 Communications Systems

812. Free Selection of Choice Criteria

812(1).	 Governmental Controls on Quality, Design, etc.

82.	 Freedom of Movement

821. Availability of Various Means of Transportation

821(1).	 Coverage Criteria for Transportation Systems

822. Access to Modes of Transportation

822(1).	 Individual Income (per capita)

822(2).	 Legal Guarantees and Limitations

83. Freedom of Expression

83(1).	 Legal Guarantees and Limitations

83(2).	 Communications Systems

84. Individual Opportunity for Accomplishment

841. Individual Abilities and Talent

842. Individual Resources

842(1).	 Income and Wealth

843.	 Artificial Barriers
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844.	 Education and Training

844(1).	 Per Capita Income

Educational Opportunity 

9.	 Educational Opportunity

91.	 Quality in Education

911. Excellence in Educational Facilities

911(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

912. Excellence in Educational Programs

912(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

913. Excellence in Research Facilities

913(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

914. Excellence in Research Programs

914(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

92.	 Variety in Education

921. Variety of Educational Facilities

921(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

922. Variety of Educational Programs

922(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

923. Variety of Research Facilities

923(1).	 Degree of Attai ment or Performance

924. Variety of Research Programs

924(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

93.	 Availability of Opportunity to Pursue Education

931.	 Enhancement of Income Available for Education

931(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance
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932. Enhancement of Income Available for Research

932(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

933. Proximity of Education Facilities to Users

933(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

934.	 Availability of Transportation to Education Faci-

lities

934(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

94.	 Equality of Educational Opportunity

94(1).	 Enhancement of Individual Capacities to Offer

Social Contribution

941(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance

942.	 Equitable Distribution of Financial Aid to Stu-

dents

942(1).	 Degree of Attainment or Performance



APPENDIX B

COMPUTERIZED STRAWMAN RETRIEVAL
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